 (Brandow et al. 1995) 
INTRODUCTION
In the field of information retrieval (IR), megabytes or terabytes of text have become commonplace. This is particularly true for commercial systems. Taking LEXIS-NEXIS, one of the leading providers of electronic research services, as an example, the entire services, at the time of writing, consists of more than 11,000 sources: 7,100 news and business sources, and 4,800 legal sources. There are more than 6,900 databases and over 1,100 billion characters on-line. Each week more than 9.5 million documents are added to the more than one billion documents on-line. To efficiently handle such gigantic text sources, traditional information storage and delivery mechanisms are constantly being challenged. While users are happy having at their finger tips the information they need to do their work, they feel frustrated to be overwhelmed by all sorts of documents, journals, reports, and electronic mail messages. There is an increasing demand that requested information be presented in a clear, succinct and systematic way. For example, it would be helpful if the user could be provided with ability of examining the summary or the condensed version of a document first, then be guided to the full document if he or she chooses to. It would be equally helpful if search and retrieval could be carried out on the condensed form of databases so that the retrieved information could be made more focused on. the original need. Undoubtedly, these on-line as well as off-line system capabilities can help alleviating the current information overload.
Up until now two major approaches have been attempted to automatically generate summaries or condensed versions of on-line documents. One is text-based and the other is knowledge-based (Spark Jones and Endres-Niggemeyer 1995). The text-based approach is primarily statistical in nature, either relying on simple heuristics (e.g. Brandow et al. 1995 and Zechner 1996) or on the combination of various heuristics (e.g. Kupiec et al. 1995 and Edmundson 1964 ). The goal is to identify key terms in the document, assigning weights to individual sentences, and assembling top-scored sentences as the condensed version of the document. According to some empirical studies (e.g. Morris et al.1992) , the optimal length of the condensed version is somewhere between 20% and 30% of the original document length. The knowledge-based approach, on the other hand, involves symbolic analysis to extract significant pieces of information from the document (e.g. McKeown and Radev 1995 , Ciravegna 1995 and Lin 1995 . After a set predefined templates are filled or partially filled, a summary will then be produced via a natural language generation mechanism. Though the text-based approach reveals its own limitations, such as no guarantee for discourse coherence, the general opinion seems to support its capability for real-world applications. The knowledge-based approach can be clean and effective in certain small and limited environments, but since it encompasses both interpretation and generation of natural language, its scalability and generalizability are often questioned. Research performed in this area has been heavily driven by readily available texts, e.g. MUC (Message Understanding Conference) data, and/or restricted to specific topic domains, again those defined by MUC. If needs arise for applications in general 'domains, a large amount of training and modification would be required. At the present time, such an approach can hardly fit in a commercial environment such as the one at LEXIS-NEXIS.
In this paper we introduce Surrogater, a simple yet efficient document condensation system that is applicable for commercial purposes. Though it follows the general trend of the text-based strategy, i.e. performing automatic document condensation through sentence scoring and selection, Surrogater distinguishes itself from its predecessors in two ways. First, significant terms, ranging from single word terms to four-word terms, are automatically generated from a small and homogeneous dataset which represents a specific topic. Second, when Surrogater produces document summaries, the identified key terms are utilized exactly as they appear in the naturally running text. No term normalization or regulation is needed. Term clustering or grouping is not pursued. The primary goal of such a simple implementation is to achieve maximum efficiency, generalizability and flexibility that the fast-growing information commerce demands.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Surrogater system consists of two components: a preprocessing component for the automatic construction of key terms and a document condensation component that produces document summaries. Section 2.1 offers a description of the unique technology we have developed for generating a set of meaningful terms. Section 2.2 gives a detailed account of the algorithm that uses these key terms for document condensation.
Automatic Generation of Key Terms
Automatically identifying meaningful terms from naturally running texts has been an important task for information technologist. It is widely believed that a set of good terms can be used to express the content of the document. By capturing a set of good terms, for example, relevant documents can be searched and retrieved from a large document collection. Though what constitutes a good term still remains to be answered, we know that a good term can be a word stem, a single word, a multiple word term (a phrase), or simply a syntactic unit.
Various existing and workable term extraction tools are either statistically driven, or linguistically oriented, or some hybrid of the two. They all target frequently co-occurring words in a running text. The earlier work of Choueka (1988) proposed a pure frequency approach in which only quantitative selection criteria were established and applied. Church and Hanks (1990) introduced a statistical measurement called mutual information for extracting strongly associated or collocated words. Tools like Xtract (Smadja 1993) were based on the work of Church and others, but made a step forward by incorporating various statistical measurements like z-score and variance of distribution, as well as shallow linguistic techniques like part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization of input data and partial parsing of raw output. Exemplary linguistic approaches can be found in the work by Strzalkowsky (1994) where a so-called fast and accurate syntactic parser is the prerequisite for the selection of significant phrasal terms.
Different applications aim at different types of key terms. To generate key terms for the Surrogater system, we have adopted a "learn data from data" approach. The novelty of this approach lies in the automatic comparison of two sample datasets, a topic-focused dataset based on a predefined topic and a larger and more general base dataset. The focused dataset is created by a domain expert either through a submission of an on-line search or through a compilation of documents from specific sources. The construction of the corresponding base dataset is performed by pulling documents out of a number of sources, such as news wires, newspapers, magazines and legal databases. The intention is to make the resulted corpora cover a much greater variety of topics or domain subjects than the focused dataset.
To identify interesting word patterns in both samples, a set of statistical measures are applied. The identification of single word terms is based on the variation of a t-test. Two-word terms are captured through the computation of mutual information (Church et al. 1991) , and an extension of mutual information assists in extracting three-word and four-word terms. Once the significant terms of these four types are identified, a comparison algorithm is applied to differentiate terms across the two samples. If significant changes in the values of certain statistical variables are detected, associated terms are selected from the focused sample and included in the final generated lists. (For a complete description of the algorithm and preliminary experiments, please refer to Zhou and Dapkus 1995.)
Automatic Condensation of Document
The design goal for this component of Surrogater was to use as simple an algorithm as possible, avoiding sophisticated or advanced linguistic features employed by other summarization algorithms in the literature. Implemented in the Unix platform using C, this component performs a series of tasks to generate various lengths of condensed versions of input documents.
First, this component uses the significant terms the preprocessing component has generated out of a specific focused file. The focused file is prepared by the domain expert in advance based on a predefined topic. Its size is small, normally about 20 documents. But, there is one prerequisite. At least half of the documents in the focused file must be relevant to the predefined topic. As described in Section 2.1, the terms generated are four kinds: single word terms, two-word terms, three-word terms, and four-word terms. They, as a whole, are supposed to represent the content of the predefined topic. (For the simplicity of explanation, we will hereafter refer this component simply as Surrogater.)
To prepare the input document collection for Surrogater, sentential boundaries in each document are programmatically detected and marked. We use a simple and efficient sentence boundary algorithm to perform this task (Humphrey and Zhou 1989) . While processing the input dataset, Surrogater scans each document and builds a term frequency and weight matrix across all sentences using the key terms generated by the preprocessing component.
Since there is no feature such as term clustering or word stemming associated with the generated key terms, the term frequency count and weight assignment are determined purely by taking the term as it is. We find that this is not only computationally inexpensive but also quite effective. For example, when handling the predefined topic Medical Malpractice, the generated term lists may include "medical", "medical malpractice", "medical malpractice action", and "medical malpractice actions". Here, the first term is embedded in the second term and the second in the third. They are nested collocations or phrasal terms, i.e. those being part of longer collocations (Frantzi and Ananiadou 1996) . Without the additional step of normalizing these variants, our algorithm would assign more weight to the sentence that contains "medical malpractice action(s)" than the sentence that only has "medical" in it because the formal nested phrase is counted three times, whereas the latter non-nested term only receives one count. Conceptually, the multi-word "medical malpractice action(s)" is unambiguous and highly relevant to the topic in comparison to the single term "medical." The same is true for the topic Campaign. The single word "dole" can refer to any person whose last name is "dole," but the multi-word term "majority leader senator dole" has to be the "dole" who campaigned for the presidency.
After the sentence weights are determined for all the sentences in the document, the sentences are sorted according to the weights they have received. The condensed version of the document can then be produced by extracting and assembling a certain number of the highest scored sentences. It is important to note that the produced condensed form would always include the first sentence of the document regardless of its weight, especially for a general news story (Bradow et al. 1995). The extracted sentences mimic the original text order so that maximum possible coherence is maintained. Surrogater keeps the word counts for each document, as well as for all the sentences in it; therefore, the produced condensation can be flexible in terms of its lengths in proportion to the total size of the corresponding document. Naturally, one cannot expect such a simple technique to resolve complex problems such as anaphora. Co-referential linking might be lost when the extracted sentences contain pronouns such as "he" and "us," and word compounds such as "the company" and "that person".
EXPERIMENT

Experimental Environment
In order to be able to evaluate the quality of the condensed documents produced by our simple and straightforward algorithm, we conducted an empirical experiment by comparing the results of Surrogater with five other text summarization technologies. Among these five technologies, two are from LEXIS-NEXIS. Search LEAD, a commercial product for LEXIS-NEXIS services, takes the beginning segment of a document as its extract, where the amount of text included in the extract is based on overall document length. The other technology, still in its prototype stage, statistically selects and ranks key terms in a given document and then extracts the sentences that contain these terms. The other three technologies are external to LEXIS-NEXIS with two already in commercial use and one in near production mode. Contract restrictions prevent us from revealing the names and technical details of these three external products. However, there is one feature that makes Surrogater different from the other five participants. Surrogater, as described above, uses statistical data (i.e. a set of key terms) derived from a group of documents for a predefined topic, whereas Searchable LEAD does not use word statistics and the other four technologies obtain word statistics at the document level rather than the corpus level. In addition, Surrogater is primarily statistically oriented with some very shallow language heuristics such as sentence boundary detection. Among the three external technologies, two resort to deep-level NLP techniques. As a result, their processing of large volume of text is relatively slow.
Experimental Data
The test data for our comparison experiment consists of 15 pre-determined topics in four groups. Four groups represent four subject domains -Company, Tax, Environment, and Insurance. For each topic, there are ten relevant documents and ten irrelevant documents. Both these pre-determined topics and their associated documents were prepared by a domain expert who was not among the human evaluators in the later stage. The specific topics in each of the four groups are illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Experimental Procedure and Criteria
All six participating technologies processed the same test data individually to produce summaries or condensed versions of input documents. The result totaled 1,800 summaries, i.e., 6 participants x 15 topics x 20 documents. The size of a summary was required to be about 25% of the original document.
To make sure that the experimental design would provide valid and objective information, six domain experts were assigned to evaluate the results. The 1,800 summaries were presented to them in random sequence and in one chunk of text. Two error measurements were used for the manual judgment. A "miss" means that the domain expert believes the summary of a relevant document is irrelevant. A "false positive" means that the domain expert believes the summary of an irrelevant document is relevant. For the empirical study, our experimental hypothesis is that there are no differences among the six summarization technologies.
RESULTS AND EVALUATION
After the six domain experts completed the manual evaluation, we performed a two-way ANOVA on the six technologies against the four topic groups. Table 1 reports the "miss" errors. For the clarity of description, the other five technologies are named respectively as Internal-1 (i.e.Searchable LEAD), Internal-2, External-1, External-2 and External-3. (External-3) . The pairing test suggests that Surrogater, together with Internal-1 and Internal-2, made significantly less "miss" errors than External-3.
In terms of "false positive" errors, however, the 2-way statistical test did not detect any substantial difference among the six technologies (see Table 2 ). The mean difference, ranging from 0.9222 to 1.3000, is too small to be significant. External-3 It is interesting to note that Surrogater exchanges its mean ranking position with External-3. In other words, it seems that Surrogater made the least "miss" errors and the most "false positive" errors, while External-3 made the most "miss" errors and the least "false positive" errors. But, since the range of the mean "false positive" errors is so small (0.9222 to 1.3000), the distinction becomes negligible. All these pieces of data indicate that it is difficult to draw any conclusion regarding one technology as being better or worse than the others. Our original assumption that there are no statistical differences among the six technologies is supported.
Statistically however, it is clear that Surrogater performs at least equally well, if not better, compared to other commercial or nearly commercial products. Although some other factors have to be taken into account, such as processing speed, the ease of maintenance, etc. when one is forced to select, two unique features would make Surrogater stand out. First, it embodies a fairly simple yet robust condensation algorithm. No deep linguistic analysis which is normally slow and computationally expensive is required. Second, Surrogater derives statistically significant data from a small batch of documents, unlike other summarization technologies that process'one document at a time.
Another observation well worth noticing is that our comparison experiment has not shown dramatic difference in performance between Surrogater and Searchable LEAD (Internal-1). When evaluating their statistical/heuristic summarization system called ANES, Brandow et al. (1995) conducted a careful study comparing ANES output to comparable amounts of leading text. They reported that "the lead-based summaries outperformed the intelligent summaries significantly, achieving acceptability ratings of over 90%, compared to 74.4%" (Brandow et al. 1995) . In our comparison, however, such a big gap was not observed. In fact, Surrogater made slightly less "miss" errors than Searchable LEAD (Internal-1) and slightly more "false positive" errors, but the differences were by no means significant. One would assume that assembling relevant sentences from different locations of the document night reveal more about the content of the document than simply taking its beginning text.
There may be a number of reasons for the performance difference between Surrogater and ANES (Brandow et al. 1995) in contract with different leading text. First, thanks to the lessons drawn by ANES developers, Surrogater always includes the first sentence of the document in its condensed format regardless its assigned weight. (But, note that "the news genre by its very nature is arguably biased toward lead-based summarization, whereas other genres might be less amenable to such a technique" (Brandow et al. 1995 ). As we have already been aware, for example, legal document does not follow such a "bias".) Second, evaluation criteria for ANES appear to be more stringent than Surrogater. When comparing with different leading text, both content as well as readability were used as evaluation guidelines in the studies by Brandow et al. (1995) , whereas our experiment mainly used relevance as the sole criterion. Leading text extracts are generally judged as good summaries. Brandow et al. (1995) reported that ANES extracts generally had more content but were judged to be less readable than leading text extracts. In a relevance judgment task such as the one reported here, Surrogater's more complete content apparently offsets Searchable LEAD's readability advantage. Lastly, the key terms, ranging from single words to four-word terms, generated by the Surrogater system, as a whole, may be of higher quality or more content oriented than the individual "signature" words generated by ANES. Phrasal terms are less ambiguous than individual words.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced Surrogater, a simple yet efficient document condensation system. It consists of two main components, a preprocessing component for automatic generation of key terms from naturally running texts, and a condensation component that produces document summaries. The methodology we have adopted is innovative, flexible, and most importantly suitable for large-scale commercial environment. Primarily statistical in nature, the key term component learns to select candidate terms through a meaningful comparison of a focused sample with a large and diverse base sample. The terms generated are restricted to one-to four-word terms based on our empirical observation that terms within such an range are of better value for IR applications. The resulting term lists may contain lexical, syntactic or proximity-based terms, as well as their variants. We made no attempt to differentiate these types or normalize their variants. When applying the acquired lexical resources for on-line document condensation, again a simple yet efficient algorithm was implemented. No advanced natural language processing techniques were utilized except shallow linguistic heuristics, such as sentence boundary detection. The generated terms were used exactly as they appear in raw data. One may argue that these terms, if taken individually, are partial or weak representations of document content. But, if taken as a coherent whole, they are sufficient enough for IR applications. As we have demonstrated, their usage can lead to viable and practical commercial products at the present time when genuine natural language understanding is still so elusive.
